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Abstract

The objective of this research was to replicate Hubbard and McIntosh’s 1992 study
“Integrating Suicidology into Abnormal Psychology Classes: The Revised Facts on
Suicide Quiz (RFOS)” with minor modifications. An updated version of the RFOS was
utilized to determine the value of informative resources designed to enhance knowledge
about suicide, as research on suicide-related knowledge is crucial to improving suicide
awareness, treatment, and prevention. First year undergraduate students (N = 70)
completed the quiz in the beginning of their Fall 2018 semester, then again at the end of
their Fall 2018 semester. Mid-semester, students were given informative resources on the
topic of suicide and prevention. This was meant to measure whether the updated RFOS
paired with informative resources would increase suicide-related knowledge. The results
produced from this study were analyzed using a paired-samples t test. The analyses
showed a significant difference between participants’ pretest scores (M = 16.24, SD =
3.09) and posttest scores (M = 17.41, SD = 3.73) on the RFOS; t(69) = -2.36, p = 0.02. The
effect size, as estimated by Cohen’s d, was .34. Participants demonstrated increased
levels of suicide-related knowledge, thus providing support for the use of the updated
RFOS with informative resources to increase suicide knowledge.
Keywords: suicidology, undergraduates, myths, knowledge on suicide, prevention,
quiz
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Updating the Revised Facts on Suicide Quiz:
A Replication Study with an Expansion
Suicide is a prevalent occurrence for young adults. In 2018, Arendt, Scherr,
Niederkrotenthaler, Krallmann, and Till reported that 800,000 deaths were by suicide
worldwide. In the United States, it has been estimated that “every 2 hours and 7 minutes,
a young person (age 15-24) dies by suicide” (Cerel, Bolin, & Moore, 2013, p. 46). To
reduce these rates, numerous prevention, intervention, and training efforts have been
developed by researchers who specialize in the study of suicide (suicidology; e.g.,
Arendt, et al., 2018; Cerel et al., 2013; De Silva, Bowerman, & Zimitat, 2015; HedmanRobertson, 2018; Moskos, Achilles, & Gray, 2004). Overall, these researchers have
focused on the underlying factors that may mitigate the effectiveness of preventive efforts
such as the popularized myths on the prevalence of suicide, stigmatization of at-risk
individuals, and the development and perpetuation of suicide-related myths. Within the
literature on suicide, the term suicide myths refers to popular misbeliefs about suicide that
may be derived from either false or semi-true facts (Arendt et al., 2018; Domino, Moore,
Westlake, & Gibson, 1982). Specifically, researchers have identified certain myths that
are frequently encountered by professionals who work in the field of suicide prevention
(Moskos et al., 2004).
In reviewing the literature, researchers have posited that the circulation of suiciderelated myths may cause skewed understandings of suicide, which can further result in
stigmatization of individuals at risk for suicide and interfere with prevention programs
(e.g., Arendt et al., 2018; Cadogan, 2017; Moskos et al., 2004; Segal, 2001). By way of
illustration, several researchers have highlighted the frequency of the misconception that
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suicide has the highest prevalence among young adults (Arendt et al., 2018; MacDonald,
2007; Moskos et al., 2004; Segal, 2001). However, in the United States, the geriatric
population is at higher risk of committing suicide than teenagers and young adults (Segal,
2001). Commenting on this fallacy, Segal (2001) reasoned that “this may be due to the
fact that youth suicides attract considerately more media attention than late-life suicides”
(p. 72). One purpose of my research was to determine the extent to which young adults’
knowledge on suicide is influenced by popularized suicide-related myths.
Of relevance here is the popularized misconception that suicide is suggestible, in
which people are more inclined to act on their suicidal thoughts if or when asked about
them (Arendt et al., 2018; Cadogan, 2017; Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004; MacDonald,
2007). Many researchers (e.g., Arendt et al., 2018; Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004) have
strongly contested this myth. Arendt et al. (2018), for example, argued that not only can
initiating a conversation about suicide provide relief for suicidal individuals, it may also
“be an indispensable action toward treatment” (p. 48). While many prevention programs
have been developed to subdue these myths, many suicide-related myths such as these
still exist. Furthermore, the existence of these myths (i.e., suicide is suggestible) is
problematic as the dissemination of suicide myths is harmful to suicidal individuals and
may interfere with the efficacy of prevention programs (Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004;
Segal, 2001). The perpetuation of suicide-related myths is a causative factor for
erroneous assumptions on suicide, thereby creating the risk of stigmatizing suicidal
individuals and/or mitigating prevention efforts. To address this, several researchers have
recommended that future research on the benefits of understanding individuals’
perceptions, attitudes, and levels of suicide-related knowledge should be conducted
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(Cerel et al., 2013; Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004; Nader et al., 2013). Similarly,
Hjelmeland and Knizek (2004), have proposed a link between level of societal
preparedness and the general public’s opinion toward suicidal behavior.
Several researchers have explored integration of suicidology in higher education
curriculum (Arendt et al., 2018; Cerel et al., 2013; Moskos et al., 2004; Nader et al.,
2013; Voracek, Tran, & Sonneck, 2007). Specifically, researchers (e.g., Arendt et al.,
2018; Cerel et al., 2013; Moskos et al., 2004; Nader et al., 2013; Voracek, Tran, &
Sonneck, 2007) have recommended that using educational tools, accompanied with
informative lectures, may be an ideal method of providing individuals with factual
suicide-related knowledge. Suicide is preventable, and many programs have equipped
individuals and professionals with the training to become more aware of preventive
measures (Nader et al., 2013). In response to the future research recommendations for
suicide prevention, I conducted a quasi-experimental study that assessed the benefits of
suicidology in academic settings. It is important to expand research on the benefits of
implementing suicidology in educational settings as a method of promoting factual
information on suicide, as it may reduce the circulation of suicide myths. Conducting a
study that expands the research on the effects of implementing suicidology in
undergraduate psychology curriculum may yield contributory knowledge on suicide
prevention.
Literature Review
Defining Suicide
Suicide is a universal public health problem and is ranked as a leading cause of
death in the United States (De Silva et al., 2015; The National Institute of Mental Health
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[NIMH], 2018). Suicide is defined as an act of intentional violence that results in one’s
own death (NIMH, 2018). Similar to the NIMH (2018), the National Center for Injury
Prevention and Control defines suicide as “death caused by injuring oneself with the
intent to die” (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2018, p. 1). Suicide
has become a major public health issue, as several researchers have noted the marked
increase in prevalence. A recent study by Hedman-Robertson (2018) examined the
prevalence of suicide in the United States and reported that suicide has rapidly increased
since the late 1990s, particularly for individuals aged between 10 and 74 years. The
increased occurrence of deaths by suicide also has been studied for age-specific groups,
for example, the number of deaths by suicides for individuals aged between 12 and 34
(e.g., Arnautovska & Grad, 2010; Moskos et al., 2004; Segal, 2001; Thompson &
Swartout, 2018). According to the American Psychiatric Association and Kachur, Potter,
James, and Powell (as cited in Moskos et al., 2004), “teen suicide rates tripled over
several decades in the United States but have declined slightly since the mid-1990s” (p.
176). Moreover, deaths by suicide in the United States for individuals aged between 34 to
64 years (NIMH, 2018) has been a topic of concern for a multitude of researchers (e.g.,
Arendt et al., 2018; Cwik et al., 2017; Piatkowska, 2018; Segal, 2001; Stanley et al.,
2016; Voracek et al., 2007). Still another team of researchers, Stanley, Hom, Rogers,
Hagan, and Joiner (2016) have highlighted the prevalence of suicide within the geriatric
population reporting that in 2014 approximately 10,000 individuals “aged 60 years and
older die by suicide” (p. 113). By drawing on the studies mentioned, suicide remains a
national public health problem as many research findings have consistently shown an
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increase in deaths by suicide (Arendt et al., 2018; Cwik et al., 2017; Hedman-Robertson,
2018; Moskos et al., 2004; Segal, 2001; Stanley et al., 2016).
Expanding on the interest of suicide as a major public health problem, is the
international concern for decreased life expectancy as suicide rates increase. As reported
by the National Board of Health (1996),“Norway implemented a national action plan for
suicide prevention from the year of 1994 onwards” as a response to the increased
prevalence from the late 1960s to the 1980s (as cited in Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004, p.
346). A broader course of action was initiated in 1996 when the World Health
Organization (WHO) advocated for their nation members to implement preventative
measures as means of reducing the number of deaths by suicide (Moskos et al., 2004).
Others (Cerel et al., 2013; Moskos et al., 2004; NIMH, 2018), however, have studied the
growing problem of suicide within the United States alone. In 1999, suicide was ranked
as the 9th leading cause of death with an estimated 31,000 deaths per year; in 2013 suicide
was the 11th ranking cause of death in the United States with an estimated 38,000 deaths
per year; and in 2018 suicide is ranked as the 10th leading cause of death in the United
States with an estimated 45,000 deaths per year (Cerel et al., 2013; Moskos et al., 2004;
NIMH, 2018). There is a considerable amount of literature on the increase of deaths by
suicide; given this, it is important to continue research on prevention and intervention to
ultimately decrease these rates (Cerel et al., 2013; Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004; Moskos
et al., 2004; NIMH, 2018).
Defining Suicide Attempt
Suicide attempt is used to describe self-inflicted violence with the intent to end
one’s own life, but does not result in death though may result in injury (CDC, 2018;
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NIMH, 2018). Research findings from Crosby, Gfroerer, Han, Ortega, and Parks (2011)
revealed that an estimated 25 million suicide attempts were made worldwide in 2011 (as
cited in Franklin et al., 2017). However, as noted by Moskos et al. (2004) “the
epidemiology of suicide attempts and completions vary internationally” (p. 177).
Furthermore, several researchers have explored the prevalence of suicide attempts within
the United States (e.g., Cerel et al., 2013; De Silva et al., 2015; Franklin et al., 2017;
Hedman-Robertson, 2018). In 2016, the NIMH (2018) reported that 1.3 million adults
attempted suicide and 1 million adults reported having made plans prior to their
attempted suicide. Though the frequency of suicide attempts differs across the lifespan
and the rate of attempted suicides varies depending on the sample population (i.e.,
community, population-based; Goldston et al., 2015). For example, a number of research
teams including Boeninger, Masyn, Feldman, and Conger (2010); Joffe, Offord, and
Boyle (1988); Kessler, Borges, and Walters, (1999); Lewinsohn, Rohde, Seeley, and
Baldwin, (2001); Velez and Cohen (1988); and Wunderlich et al. (2001) identified a
connection between the transition period from childhood to adolescent with an increase
of suicide attempts based on data recorded from community and population-based studies
(as cited in Goldston et al. 2015). Collectively, researchers have indicated a relationship
between suicide attempts and deaths by suicide with regards to the overall national
increase of suicides.
Defining Suicidal Ideation
In the field of suicidology, the term suicidal ideation refers to any thoughts,
considerations, or plans an individual has about suicide (NIMH, 2018). The NIMH
(2018) provided a list of identified behaviors linked to suicidal tendencies. The list
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includes planning ways to end one’s own life, talking about dying and hopelessness, and
thoughts about suicide (NIMH, 2018). Understanding the behaviors and tendencies
associated with suicidal ideation is crucial to research in suicidology, in that it will allow
future researchers to develop more effective prevention programs.
Interest has been generated on the topic of suicidal ideation and behaviors (e.g.,
Franklin et al., 2017; Hedman-Robertson, 2018; Korczak, 2015; Owen et al., 2012). For
example, a recent examination of suicidal thoughts and behaviors (STBs) questioned
accuracy of current risk factors, or longitudinal predictors, in regard to suicide risk
assessment and clinical intervention (Franklin et al., 2017). Franklin et al. (2017)
conducted a meta-analysis to summarize current research findings on risk factors of
suicidal thoughts and behaviors (STBs). The researchers analyzed 365 studies conducted
within the past 50 years that assessed the use of risk factors as a means to predict STBs
(Franklin et al., 2017). The results generated from the meta-analysis demonstrated “that,
at least within the narrow methodological limits of the existing literature,” such risk
factors were inadequate and unreliable for predicting STBs (Franklin et al., 2017, p. 213).
However, as noted by Franklin et al. (2017), the analyses “cannot directly inform STB
treatment and prevention efforts” (p. 214). Furthermore, attention should be directed to
adapting existing research “methods in a way that allows STB risk factor research to have
greater implications for suicide theory, prediction, and treatment” (Franklin et al., 2017,
p. 214).
Utilizing various methodologies, researchers have focused on suicidal ideation
and behaviors related to suicide attempts and completions (e.g., Franklin et al., 2017;
Goldston et al., 2015; Korczak, 2015). A Canadian study on suicidal ideation and
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behaviors included a proposed “framework for assessing the adolescent with suicidal
ideation and/or behaviors” (Korczak, 2015, p. 257). Korczak (2015) asserted that asking
questions about the occurrence, severity, and contents of an individual’s suicidal
thoughts, could increase the chances of identifying the risk level, as well as providing
suicide prevention. Of relevance, Goldston et al. (2015), attempted to create a framework
that utilized sensitization processes, “theoretical conceptualizations of suicidal
behaviors,” to better understand/predict the trajectory and patterns of suicidal behaviors
linked to repeated suicide attempts in adolescents and young adults (A/YA; p. 255).
Goldston’s et al. (2015), using a series of analyses, found that A/YA exhibited
intensification of repeated suicidal thoughts (ideation) with shorter periods between
successive suicide attempts, as well as escalated suicidal intent (Goldston et al., 2015).
Conversely, Goldston et al. (2015) reported inconclusive evidence in regard to
sensitization processes as contributing factors for their results. Together these research
findings are consistent with research on suicidal ideation and behaviors as key indicators
of eventual suicide attempts or completion (Franklin et al., 2017; Goldston et al., 2015;
Hedman-Robertson, 2018; Korczak, 2015; Owen et al., 2012). According to Franklin and
colleagues (2017), there are “140 million annual suicide ideators worldwide” (p. 188). In
2016 within the United States, it was estimated that 9.8 million adults have had serious
thoughts with the intent to commit suicide (NIMH, 2018).
Expanding on the topic of suicidal ideation, researchers Tucker, Smith,
Hollingsworth, Cole, and Wingate (2017), have indicated the importance of thought
suppression in relation to unwanted suicide-related thoughts and outcomes. The way in
which an individual responds to involuntary, or undesired suicide-related could have a
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major influence on the suicide-related outcomes (Tucker et al., 2017). Additionally, the
researchers were concerned the influence of thought control strategies (TCS; i.e.,
concealment, distraction, self-punishment) stating that, TCS "used in response to general
intrusive negative thoughts (which influence psychopathology) also extend to the
experience of suicidal thoughts, and in turn influence the severity of suicide ideation”
(Tucker et al., 2017, p. 38). In reviewing the literature on suicidal ideation, several
researchers have discussed the prevalence of suicidal-related thoughts, as well as the
complexity of the factors that influence behaviors associated with suicidal ideation
(Franklin et al., 2017; Goldston et al., 2015; Korczak, 2015; Tucker et al., 2017). For
example, Tucker et al. (2014) explored the concept of dispositional mindfulness, an
individuals’ propensity “to be purposefully present and experience the world and
emotions in a nonjudgmental way,” in relation to suicidal ideation and the personality
domains of neuroticism and extraversion (Five Factor Model; (p. 230). They then tested
“whether mindfulness would moderate the relationship between FFM domains and
suicidal thinking” (Tucker et al., 2014, p. 229). The results showed that “mindfulness
weakened the relationship between neuroticism and suicidal ideation” (Tucker et al.,
2014, p. 229). The findings of this study suggest that use of mindfulness practices in
existing suicide prevention, treatment, and intervention may yield valuable outcomes in
regard to the overall effectiveness of such programs (Tucker et al., 2014).
There is a large volume of empirical evidence supporting the significance of
studying suicidal ideation, as many researchers have highlighted the increased prevalence
of suicidal ideation, as well as recommendations for treatment and prevention (Franklin
et al., 2017; Goldston et al., 2015; Korczak, 2015; NIMH, 2018; Tucker et al., 2014,
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2017). The high frequency of suicidal ideation is worth noting when considering suicide
as an international public health problem, more so with the major challenges associated
with high suicide rates within the United States alone. As part of my research, it was
important address these rates specifically in undergraduate educational settings.
General Public’s Attitudes of Suicide
Numerous researchers have published studies on the attitudes towards suicide,
many of whom have examined the attitudes of specific population groups (e.g., Cerel et
al., 2013; Domino et al., 1982; Segal, 2001). Attitude is generally understood as the view
or thought toward something or someone (Arnautovska & Grad, 2010). Furthermore,
Myers (1993) defined the term attitude as an “evaluation of the entity, expressed in one’s
affects, behavior or cognition” (as cited in Kodaka, Poštuvan, Inagaki, & Yamada, 2011,
p. 338). Despite the fact that extensive research on the attitudes toward suicide has been
conducted, there are few empirical investigations that have evaluated the general public’s
attitude towards suicide (Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004). As noted by Hjelmeland and
Knizek (2004), a large proportion of existing research studies pertinent to attitudes
towards suicide have been conducted on specific populations and with small-samples.
Hjelmeland and Knizek (2004) offered explanation for minimal attention on the views of
the general population with reasons including time consumption, difficulty in regard to
recruiting participants, difficulties with validity and data collection, as well as the costs
associated with this focus. Other research teams (e.g., Renberg, Hjelmeland, & Koposov,
2008; Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003), however, have created programs for large random
samples to better understand, as well as measure, the attitudes towards suicide that the
general public holds.
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For example, Renberg and Jacobsson (2003) constructed an apparatus to
effectively measure the general public’s attitudes towards suicide from a large random
sample. By drawing on the method used by Domino et al. (1982), the researchers who
created the Suicide Opinion Questionnaire (SOQ), Renberg and Jacobsson (2003) created
the preliminary version of the Attitudes Toward Suicide (ATTS; p. 53). The study was
distributed in Vasterbotten County, located just north of Sweden, when at the time the
population was 260,000 (Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003). The researchers determined the
location of the study due to the suicide rates in rural areas (Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003).
They collected data using two postal questionnaires; the first survey was distributed in
1986 and the second in 1996 (Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003). After the data were collected
from both surveys, they compared the questionnaire survey responses in order to evaluate
for attitude changes, examine the multidimensional aspects of views towards suicide, as
well as assess for correlations between attitudes towards suicide and behaviors associated
with suicidal tendencies (Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003).
In order to better generalize to the general public, Renberg and Jacobsson (2003)
recruited a range of 700 and 1,000 people, with 700 individuals completing the
questionnaire survey in 1986 and 1,000 individuals completing the survey in 1996. The
overall response rate was reported was 75% and 64%, respectively (Renberg &
Jacobsson, 2003). The researchers found that the general population’s attitude towards
suicide showed significant relationship between high rates of suicide and attitudes
(Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003). Renberg and Jacobsson (2003) concluded “that attitudes
toward suicide is not just a matter of hostility-sympathy or liberalization-repression, but
consist of various domains, especially concerning preventional issues” (p. 62). Of
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relevance, another team, Renberg et al. (2008), conducted research based on the earlier
works of Renberg and Jacobsson (2003) in order to construct a framework describing the
correlations between attitudes towards suicide and suicide related behaviors. They
examined the equivalence using the same method as Renberg and Jacobsson (2003), only
distributing the ATTS to people in Sweden, Norway, and Russia, specifically, in three
European areas: Vasterbotton County, located in Sweden; Sor-Trongdelag County,
located in Norway; and the city Archangelsk, located in Russia (Renberg et al., 2008).
The researchers reported that “different models reveal possible ways to better understand
gender and culture-specific paths between attitudes and suicidal behaviors, and their
relevance in a suicide prevention context is considered” (Renberg et al., 2008, p. 662).
Together, these studies have presented a model for collecting data from large samples in
order to understand more clearly the general public’s attitudes and perceptions of suicide
(Renberg et al., 2008; Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003).
Some researchers (e.g., Cerel et al., 2013; De Silva et al., 2015; HedmanRobertson, 2018; MacDonald, 2007), however, have examined the occurrence of suicide
attempts associated with college students. For example, Cerel et al. (2013) commented on
a previous study that collected data from “a study of more than 1,800 [college] students at
four universities” (p. 46). Drawing from this study, Cerel et al. (2013) found that five
percent of the participants indicated that they have attempted suicide in the past.
Similarly, De Silva et al. (2015), found that undergraduate students who study the health
profession are at higher risk of attempting suicide due to the high stress work
environments occurring during the age of high risk of mental health problems. A study
completed by Hedman-Robertson (2018) revealed that 1.1% of college students between
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the ages 18 and 22 year have attempted suicide within the past year (as cited in Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration [SAMHSA], 2013). In view of these
research findings, it is important to integrate preventive strategies or programs into higher
education settings. For example, a study by MacDonald (2007) examined undergraduate
education majors’ level of suicide-related knowledge in order to determine what was
needed for effective prevention programs. In review, prior researchers have examined the
relationship between young adults and attempted suicides (Arnautovska & Grad, 2010;
Cerel et al., 2013; Goldston et al., 2015; MacDonald, 2007; Thompson & Swartout,
2018).
Prevention Through Education
Incidences of suicide that are reported in mainstream media create the risk of
reinforcing or perpetuating myths about suicide (Moskos et al., 2004). Likewise, Arendt
et al. (2018) conducted a study that examined the effects of media on suicidal individuals,
and they noted that mass media reporting of suicide should be “considered a doubleedged sword,” with regard to suicide prevention (p. 47). Mass media reporting on suicide
can encourage suicidal individuals to seek help, advocate for available resources, provide
testimonies of individuals who overcame their suicidality, increase public awareness,
and/or improve current practices in prevention programs (Arendt et al., 2018; Mueller,
2017). However, an influx of media also can have detrimental outcomes, as mass media
reports of suicide could heighten the risk of imitative suicides (Arendt et al., 2018). In
particular, the researchers brought attention to media-induced suicidal behaviors (i.e., an
increase in suicides subsequent to mass media coverage of suicide); which is known as
the Werther Effect or copycat suicide (Arendt et al., 2018). They also commented their
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view that media coverage has direct and indirect consequences for suicidal individuals, as
well as others within their social environment (i.e., friends, family, peers; Arendt et al.,
2018). Although media reporting of suicide can be an asset to suicide prevention
programs and practices, it also can adversely affect the occurrence of frequently shared
suicide myths (Arendt et al., 2018). Numerous research teams (Arendt et al., 2018;
MacDonald, 2007; Moskos et al., 2004; Segal, 2001) have discussed the potential
benefits of the increasing suicide-related knowledge in educational settings.
Arendt et al. (2018) conducted a Web-based randomized control trial (RCT) to
test the effectiveness of suicide awareness material that explicitly addressed specific
suicide myths. The results produced from their RCT showed that that informative
material that explicitly confronted and disproved suicide myths in media reports on
suicide is of value for preventive efforts (Arendt et al., 2018). Furthermore, exposure to
material that clearly separates fact from fiction had positive effects on an individual’s
suicide-related knowledge (Arendt et al., 2018). Given this, it is important to continue
research that provides factual information about suicide. An important part of my
research was the incorporation of supplementary reading materials that addressed
popularized suicide-related myths.
Integrating Suicidology into Undergraduate Education. Kōlves, Tran and
Voracek (2007) hypothesized that increased suicide-related knowledge may be linked to
proximal frequency through the process of social diffusion of information (as cited in
MacDonald, 2007). On this basis, personal suicide-related experiences (e.g., witnessing
or knowing someone who has attempted suicide) may correspond to higher levels of
suicide-related knowledge (MacDonald, 2007). MacDonald advanced this notion, as well
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as investigated suicide related knowledge levels in undergraduate education majors as
means of improving training curriculum. Specifically, the purpose of this research was to
examine the level of knowledge and improve areas or concepts that are in a sense
insufficient, in order to guide teacher preparation efforts linked to prevention work.
According to MacDonald, results indicated a correlation between the suicide-related
knowledge level and exposure to suicide, directly or indirectly, meaning either personal
experiences or knowing an individual who has attempted suicide. The researcher
commented that “these preliminary findings suggest that higher suicide-related
knowledge may be related to knowing a suicide attempter, providing partial support for
the hypothesis that personal experience with suicidal people may correspond with
increased knowledge about suicide” (p. 376). The results reported by MacDonald
demonstrated partial support for Kōlves, Tran and Voracek’s (2007) preliminarily work,
in which there is minor correlation between personal encounters with suicidal tendencies
and/or attempts and level of suicide-related knowledge (as cited in MacDonald, 2007).
Secondly, MacDonald (2007) argued that advanced research should be directed toward
evaluating overall suicide related-knowledge levels in undergraduate education majors; in
order to identify need specific training curriculum on suicide prevention.
Another example of the implementation of suicidology into undergraduate
education is Cerel’s et al. (2013) investigation on the likelihood of on-campus students
being exposed to suicides or suicide attempts, whether indirectly or directly. The
researchers investigated the impact of personal suicide-related experiences on college
students’ attitudes toward: suicide prevention, “behavioral intentions to intervene with
suicidal others” and awareness of intervention resources (Cerel et al., 2013, p. 47). By
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doing this, the researchers were able to gain a more comprehensive knowledge base on
the topic of attitudes as well as awareness level of suicide and how suicide prevention
was recognized on campus (Cerel et al., 2013). They were able to observe and collect
knowledge on college students’ experiences with suicide both first and/or second hand, as
well as understand their perceptions and attitudes towards preventive resources in
response (Cerel et al., 2013). In their study, Cerel et al. (2013) utilized a University
adapted version of the Kentucky Awareness of Suicide Survey (U-KASS), then distributed
it via electronic mail. Sixty-five percent of those who participated reported having known
someone who died by suicide (39%) or knew someone who attempted suicide (26%;
Cerel et al., 2013 p. 51). The study also provided several insights into attitudes toward
suicide prevalence for individuals aged between 18 and 24, for example, the participants
were asked “if suicide was a problem among college aged (18-24 years old)” (Cerel et al.,
2013, p. 50). Seventy-five point eight percent responded either agreed or strongly agreed
(Cerel et al., 2013). Furthermore, the results from this study indicated that previous
experience with suicide, direct or indirect, corresponded suicide-related knowledge levels
(Cerel et al., 2013). Students with higher levels of suicide-related knowledge levels (e.g.,
accurate facts, warning signs, and intervention resources), with close proximity of their
peers, are “in a unique position to get help for others at risk” (Cerel et al., 2013, p. 47).
Given this, it is beyond reasonable to assume the importance of integrating suicidology
into undergraduate education to better prevent suicide.
Among the current trends in integrating suicidology into education, it has been
noted that the myths and stigma concerning suicide require an understanding of
preventable methods. Researchers have highlighted the role health care professionals play
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in suicide risk assessment and treatment (Cadogan, 2017; De Silva et al., 2015).
Furthermore, these researchers have expressed concern of lack of accuracy in suiciderelated knowledge regarding popularized myths pertinent to suicide or suicidal behaviors
in the medical professions apart psychology professions (Cadogan, 2017; De Silva et al.,
2015). For example, De Silva et al. (2015) explained the necessity of integrating suicide
awareness and intervention training into undergraduate health professional students (e.g.,
pharmacy, medical). As the researchers stated, “medical and pharmacy students have
limited exposure in the curriculum and on placements, while paramedical students
frequently encounter clients with acute mental health disturbances” (p. 202).
Additionally, suicide prevention in primary care has been addressed by Cadogan (2017),
who noted that “few people …have contact with mental health services” prior to
committing suicide (p. 31). However, most individuals that have committed suicide had
contact with a general practitioner and a primary healthcare team (Cadogan, 2017).
Health care professionals are highly likely to encounter suicidal individuals; thus it is
important to provide adequate training in suicide awareness (behaviors and treatments),
as well as awareness of popularized suicide-related myths (Cadogan, 2017; De Silva et
al., 2015).
The Revised Facts on Suicide Quiz
The first psychometric model used to assess community attitudes toward suicide
were constructed by Domino et al. (1982). As these researchers pointed out, although
extensive research has been devoted to the treatment and prevention of suicide, there was
an absence of empirical data on community attitudes toward suicide. Domino et al.
(1982) argued that “the study, treatment, and prevention of suicide takes place within a
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cultural context, but as many have observed… such a context has been substantially
ignored… almost none addressed to community attitudes that surround suicide” (p. 257).
This research team created a psychometric device, Suicide Opinion Questionnaire (SOQ),
to acquire an advanced understanding of community perception on suicide (Domino et
al., 1982). The SOQ consisted of a 5-point Likert Scale (e.g., strongly agree, disagree,
undecided) and 100 suicide-related statements (factual and/or attitudinal), as examples
can be seen in (Table 1; Domino et al., 1982, p. 258).
Table 1

The preliminary work of Domino et al. (1982) had significant influence on what later
researchers have produced in the study of suicide, prevention, and intervention. My
current research aims to advance the findings of Hubbard and McIntosh (1992), whose
thesis was based on the research findings of Domino et al. (1982).
The original Facts on Suicide Quiz (FOS; Mcintosh, Hubbard, & Santos, 1985)
was developed as a research instrument to identify levels of knowledge and
misconceptions about suicide. As Mcintosh et al. (1985) pointed out, there is a general
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lack of research on the degree to which individuals believe popularized suicide-related
myths. In 1992, Hubbard and McIntosh published The Revised Facts on Suicide Quiz
(RFOS), a modified version of the FOS that consists of 36 questions: “18 true false items
focus on clinical issues and 18 multiple choice questions assess primarily demographic
information” (p.163). In my current study, an adapted version of the RFOS Quiz,
constructed according to the original format and questions used by Hubbard and
McIntosh (1992), is included below (Table 2). One objective of my study is to replicate
the original RFOS Quiz using a web-based survey platform. Additionally, statistic-based
RFOS items were modified to match current statistics rather than those of 1992.
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Table 2

The RFOS was used as an educational apparatus for undergraduate abnormal
psychology classes in addition to a lecture or presentation on the topic of depression or
suicide (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992). According to the authors, “the activity [RFOS] can
take 55 to 75 minutes or can be modified for shorter or longer coverage” (Hubbard &
McIntosh, 1992, p. 163). The purpose of the quiz was to extend the amount of time spent
on the topic of suicide in undergraduate curriculum, as “suicide is an important topic for
inclusion in abnormal psychology curricular for the following reasons” (Hubbard &
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McIntosh, 1992, p. 163). Subsequent to this statement, the authors outlined three reasons
for the integration of the Revised Facts on Suicide Quiz (RFOS) in abnormal psychology
courses. The first reason they presented was the increased annual prevalence of suicide
rate in the United States (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992). Hubbard and McIntosh (1992)
reported that in 1992, deaths by suicide was ranked as the eighth leading cause of death
with more than 30,000 deaths. Their second reason for the RFOS was the significance of
discussion, given that “discussions of suicide can provide important illustrations of core
concepts in abnormal psychology” (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992, p. 163). The third
purpose for implementing the RFOS was the growth of interest on the topic of suicide
due to the media attention. The authors stated “suicide (especially among youth and the
elderly) has received much media attention, and students are increasingly interested in the
topic” (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992, p. 163). The design and development of the RFOS
was intended to provide instructors with an education device to stimulate awareness and
increase awareness of the facts as well as the myths of suicide (Hubbard & McIntosh,
1992). The researchers provided recommendations for modifications of the RFOS for
classroom use, “instructors [should] select at least half of the items if they choose to
create their own version” (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992, p. 163).
Since Hubbard and McIntosh’s (1992) RFOS Quiz, a large volume of published
research has been produced; specifically, Hubbard and McIntosh’s (1992) research has
driven the development and integration of RFOS in undergraduate curricula (Arendt et
al., 2018; Arnautovska & Grad, 2010; Cerel et al., 2013; Cwik et al., 2017; HedmanRobertson, 2018; Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004; Kodaka et al., 2011; MacDonald, 2007;
Moskos et al., 2004; Nader et al., 2013; Renberg et al., 2008, 2008; Renberg &
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Jacobsson, 2003; Schurtz, Cerel, & Rodgers, 2010; Segal, 2001). For instance, Segal
(2001) conducted a study that investigated the frequency of misconceptions about suicide
linked to young and old adults. Additionally, the researcher commented on the different
degrees of suicide related-knowledge in comparison to young and old adults (Segal,
2001). Developed by Segal (2001), the Suicide Knowledge Quiz consists of forty-seven
items, thirty-five of which were taken from the RFOS Quiz by Hubbard and McIntosh
(1992). The quiz also includes twelve additional items were “culled from several
abnormal psychology textbooks that had a specific section on suicide myths” (Segal,
2001, p. 73). Segal (2001) found that the responses from the participants indicated that of
the population surveyed, older adults presented the greatest number of misbeliefs about
suicide in comparison to young adults. Although young adults showed a greater
understanding of general suicide related knowledge, they presented a lower level of
knowledge for a large portion of the quiz content (Segal, 2001). The researcher
concluded that “our results highlight the need for education efforts aimed at decreasing
myths about suicide” (Segal, 2001, p. 78).
In continuance of this topic, MacDonald (2007) administered the Expanded
Revised Facts on Suicide Quiz, based off of the original quiz created by Hubbard and
McIntosh (1992), to a group of undergraduate students at Midwestern U.S. university.
The purpose of the research study was to examine the level of suicide-related knowledge
in undergraduate education majors, as well as identify areas that may benefit from more
training in regard to suicide prevention (MacDonald, 2007). As mentioned previously
(see Integrating Suicide in Undergraduate Education), MacDonald (2007) commented on
this by noting that it is proposed that increased knowledge related to suicide could have
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been linked to the “local prevalence through social diffusion of information” (p. 374).
The author designed a 50-item quiz that consisted of 25 true or false questions and 25
multiple-choice questions, for example “teenagers are more likely to die from suicide
than AIDS” (MacDonald, 2007, p. 374). The informational quizzes created by
MacDonald (2007) and Segal (2001) are adaptations of the original quiz structure as the
RFOS (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992).
Of relevance, a study that utilized psychometrics in research pertinent to suicide,
as well as has referenced the significance of Hubbard and McIntosh’s (1992) RFOS Quiz,
includes Nader's et al. (2013) use of Item Response Theory in the development of yet
another knowledge questionnaire: the Knowledge about Suicide Postvention (KSPV).
Furthermore, as stated by Nader et al. (2013) “the most widely used scale on knowledge
about suicide is perhaps the Revised Facts on Suicide Quiz (RFOS; Hubbard &
McIntosh, 1992)” ( p. 175). However, the team of researchers posited that the RFOS is
limited to the focus of general suicide-related knowledge, thus the researchers developed
a scale, the KSPV, to “evaluate suicide postvention programs more effectively” (Nader et
al., 2013, p. 174).
It is important to include the topic of suicide in psychology course curriculum as
suicide represents an important area for prevention, as well as intervention in the field of
psychology. Discussions of suicide can provide important illustrations of core concepts in
psychology (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992). Suicide primarily among youth and the elderly
has gained media attention and students are increasingly interested in the topic (Hubbard
& McIntosh, 1992). The RFOS is useful education tool in undergraduate psychology
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classes as well as, in accompanied with a lecture on preventative community mental
health and occasionally in other psychology courses.
Additionally, Hubbard and McIntosh (1992) have reported that the
implementation of the RFOS cultivates discussion. It has been noted that the RFOS is
beneficial in regard to offering an organized structure for instruction in a field where
research is scattered across several disciplines, as well as the RFOS can promotes
discussion as students encounter their misconceptions regarding the topic (Hubbard &
McIntosh, 1992). Specifically, the researchers have discussed the use of the RFOS in
regard to specific questions viable for the use on standard exams given the wide range of
material, yet still presenting in a meaningful and intellectual context (Hubbard &
McIntosh, 1992). Another suggestion researchers have offered, in regard to the benefits
of the RFOS in academic settings, is in relation to the contents of the questions, given
that the ability identify gaps in basic knowledge and misconceptions about the
psychological processes linked to suicide (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992). Furthermore, the
varied formats (such as true or false and multiple choice questions), enabling the versatile
application for the material to be used (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992).
For my current study, I utilized an adapted version of Hubbard and McIntosh’s
(1992) RFOS Quiz with added factual updates. These updates included the use of new
statistics derived from more recent empirical literature on the topic of suicide (e.g.,
NIMH 2016, 2018; CDC, 2017; AFSP, 2018). By expanding research on the value of the
an updated RFOS as an educational tool to promote accurate information on suicide, it
might produce positive results for increased overall awareness, as well as reducing the
perpetration of suicide myths among undergraduate college students. I hypothesized that
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implementing the RFOS and supplementary informative resources would increase in the
participants’ average RFOS quiz scores. If so, their value for freshmen undergraduate
college students would be demonstrated. As previous research has shown consistently
that individuals exposed to suicide-related information are likely to present higher levels
of accurate suicide-related information compared to individuals without previous
exposure.
Method
Participants
The participants in my study were first year undergraduate students at Concordia
University – Portland enrolled in Leadership Development (LDR) 198 Concordia
Commitment classes in the Fall of 2018. The LDR 198 course intends to provide
incoming students with support and information about available resources that promote
academic success. Additionally, this course offers students with academic strategies for
success, the values out-of-class involvement, mentorship, information on on-campus
resources (i.e., counseling, health and wellness) and helpful tips to as they begin their
college experience. A total of 170 participants correctly completed the quiz for the pretest
and 154 participants correctly completely the quiz for the posttest. Eligibility criteria
required individuals to be at least 18-years-old, and the participants who did not meet this
requirement were excluded from analyses associated with the study (n = 15). The
students were asked to participate in a study on suicide facts and myths, and they were
given the option to decline participation. The participants were surveyed at two different
points in time: September 2018 and November 2018. Participation was anonymous, and
students were given the option to withdraw their data from the study at any point in time;
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in order to provide this the contact information of the researcher was available. Lastly,
prior to consent, the participants were informed that the survey contained material on the
topic of suicide that may trigger an adverse emotional response. By stating this, they were
given the option of withdrawing participation. As mentioned above, the participants who
did not meet this requirement were excluded from analyses associated with the study,
though they still participated in the class assignments. Figure 1 illustrates the
methodology that was used to determine the total number of participants included in this
study (N = 70).
Figure 1

Instrumentation
I utilized an updated version of the RFOS Quiz (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992) to
survey participants. The original RFOS Quiz contained 36-items; 18 true-false questions
on the topic of clinical issues and 18 multiple-choice questions on the topic of
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demographics (Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992). For my current study, I implemented an
updated version of the RFOS, which included factual updates derived from current
research and statistics. These updates were based upon data provided by the NIMH
(2016, 2018), CDC (2017), AFSP (2018) and resulted in the following changes. The
correct answer to the question, “What percentage of suicides leaves a suicide note”
according to Hubbard and McIntosh (1992) was choice a., “15-25%”, current statistics
gathered from the CDC (2017) and NIMH (2016, 2018) varies in percentage, thus the
ranges for choice a., b., and c., were modified. Secondly, Hubbard and McIntosh (1992)
indicated that choice c., “the same as” was the correct answer for the question, “Suicide
rates for the U.S. as a whole are (blank) for the young”. However, more recent statistics
provided by the AFSP (2018) and CDC (2017) recorded that suicide rates for young are
in fact lower than the old, thus changing the correct answer to “lower than”. The format
of the updated quiz was created and distributed using a web-based program, Qualtrics.
The informative resources issued between the pretest and posttest were
factsheets/brochures that consisted of information collected from various evidencebased/peer-reviewed sources (see Appendix B).
In order to maintain the anonymity of the participants’ identity, questions D1
through D5 collected demographic information (see Appendix A). I used embedded data
and Piped Text elements on Qualtrics to develop a series of coding sequences (i.e.,
${e://Field/Age}-${e://Field/Maiden%20Initial}-${e://Field/Birth%20Month}${e://Field/Gender}-${e://Field/Family%20Size}) that generated participant-specific
identification codes. Furthermore, these ID codes were created at the beginning of each
survey and issued to the participants at the end of the survey in the following format, age-
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first initial of mothers maiden name-gender in numeric values male (100), female (200)birth month-number of immediate family members (i.e., 25-D-200-9-3). Please refer to
Appendix A for the complete consent form and survey.
Procedure
As my research design involved direct interaction with human subjects, ethical
clearance was required before data collection. In order to obtain human subject research
approval, I submitted a formal research proposal for review to the Concordia University
Institutional Review Board (CU IRB) prior to initiation. In addition to receiving approval
from the CU IRB, I also completed CITI Human Subjects Research Training.
I attended nine LDR 198 sections and gave a brief introduction in which I
explained the purpose of study and the consent process. I asked the participants to
complete the quiz at two different points in time, and at both times the same version of
the quiz was issued. The quiz was completed within the given class time and, subsequent
to finishing the quiz, I thanked the participants for their participation and reminded of the
option to withdraw data. The duration of time between testing was approximately three
months, that is, September 2018 to November 2018. In the beginning of October 2018,
the participants were provided with the additional informative resources on suicide, this
distribution was carried out by the participants LDR 198 professors during class (see
Appendix B). I created this informative resource using current statistics provided by the
NIMH (2016; 2018), CDC (2016; 2017; 2018), and American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention (AFSP; 2016). At the end of November 2018, I revisited the nine LDR 198
classes and repeated the initial process.
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The associated risks and benefits that are distributed through the procedure
included missed instruction time, suicide awareness, sensitive content may be an
emotionally triggering, an enhanced suicide-related knowledge. For example, the quiz
content relates to suicide-related myths (i.e., people who talk about suicide rarely commit
suicide), direct statements such as this may lead to upsetting emotional responses due to
personal experiences (in direct or direct) with suicide. Additionally, the quiz requires 15
minutes of class time resulting in some missed lecture.
Post-Data Collection
The integrity of the data were protected by the Principal Investigator and Faculty
Advisor being the only ones to have access to Qualtrics. The safety of the participants
was maintained by providing respondents with a self-made code used to identify their
data. Additionally, the participants were instructed to keep this information for future use
if necessary. The contact information of the Principle Investigator and Faculty Advisor
was provided in the consent form and at the end of the survey for participants who
wanted or requested to be withdrawn from the study. None of the participants requested
data removal.
The data collected from the study were stored in Qualtrics the International Business
Machines Corporation’s Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (IBM SPSS), and on
the Principle Investigator’s locked computer. The consent forms will be retained by the
Faculty Advisor for a period of three years.
The central data analysis consisted of the participants pretest and posttest quiz
scores. The averages of the pretest and posttest scores were used to determine whether
the findings were consistent with my primary hypothesis of integrating suicidology into
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classes being a valuable educational tool, in addition to utility of providing informative
resources that address popularized suicide-related myths. Furthermore, the use of the
RFOS Quiz with factual updates was paired with supplementary materials to enhance the
individual’s level of suicide-related knowledge. Evidence that supported this research can
be found in the original study by Hubbard and McIntosh (1992).
Results
I conducted a paired-samples t test to determine if there was a significant
difference in participants’ scores on the updated RFOS Quiz before and after the
intervening informative resource. Pretest data collection occurred over a period of three
consecutive days, and during this time a total of 218 responses were recorded. Thirtyeight responses were eliminated due to incomplete answers; therefore, a total of 180
participants had completed pretests. For all but one LDR class, posttest data collection
occurred over a period of three consecutive days; one class was rescheduled to take the
posttest 14 days after the original date scheduled due to the inability of an LDR 198
professor to accommodate time for the RFOS Quiz. A total of 170 responses were
recorded for the posttest; 16 participants were excluded due to incomplete data.
Therefore, a total of 154 participants completed the posttest quiz.
After matching the anonymous identification codes across the pretest and
posttests, there were 70 participants who completed both tests. Two-hundred sixty-four
responses were eliminated from this study due to failure to match participants pretest
anonymous identification code with posttest anonymous identification code. Of the 70
participants, 17.1% (n = 12) identified as male, and 82.9% (n = 58) identified as female.
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Participants were aged between 18 (n = 64) and 19 (n = 6) years with a mean age of
18.09 years (SD = 0.28).
The results of the paired-samples t test indicated that there was a significant
difference between participants’ pretest scores (M = 16.24, SD = 3.09) and posttest scores
(M = 17.41, SD = 3.73); t(69) = -2.36, p = 0.02. Furthermore, the mean scores showed that
participants’ knowledge regarding suicide improved from pretest to posttest. The effect
size, as estimated by Cohen’s d, was 0.34. Thus, participants’ who completed the pretest
and posttest RFOS Quiz (N = 70), as well as received informative resources,
demonstrated an increase in overall suicide-related knowledge. Each participants’ pretest
score were significantly positively correlated with their posttest score Pearson’s r(70) =
0.270, p = 0.02.
A series of cross-tabulations were conducted to compare the changes in quiz
scores for each of the 36 quiz questions; by doing this individual questions that showed
considerable score improvements from pretest to posttest were able to be identified (see
Appendix C). Of the 36 questions, “A time of high suicide risk in depression is at the
time when the person begins to improve” showed the greatest increase from pretest to
posttest. As 17 participants correctly answered “True” on the pretest and 34 participants
correctly answered “True” on the posttest. The second greatest increase from pretest to
posttest was, “There is a strong correlation between alcoholism and suicide. There is a
strong correlation between alcoholism and suicide” (True), in which 36 participants
answered correctly on the pretest and 48 answered correctly on the posttest. Considerable
differences between pretest and posttest scores are listed in Table 3. Of the 11 questions,
there was no change in the portion of students who correctly answered, “If you ask
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someone directly ‘Do you feel like killing yourself?’, it will likely lead that person to
make a suicide attempt” (False; Table 3). This is worth noting as this topic is frequently
noted within research pertaining to suicide-related myths (Arendt et al., 2018; Cadogan,
2017; Hjelmeland & Knizek, 2004; MacDonald, 2007).
Table 3
Pretest
Correct

Posttest
Correct

Pre/Post
Difference

If you ask someone directly "Do you feel like killing yourself?",
it will likely lead that person to make a suicide attempt. (Q5; F)

54

54

0

People who talk about suicide rarely commit suicide. (Q1; F)

39

43

4

The day of the week on which most suicides occur is: (Q27;
Monday)

39

45

6

A person who has made a past suicide attempt is more likely to
attempt suicide again than someone who has never attempted.
(Q12; T)

39

46

7

Suicide rates for the U.S. as a whole are _____ for the young?
(Q20; Lower than)

25

32

7

The most common method employed to kill oneself in the U.S.
is: (Q25; Firearms)

8

16

8

On the average, when young people make suicide attempts they
are ____ to die compared to the elderly persons. (Q34; Less
likely)

19

27

8

Men kill themselves in numbers ____ those for women. (Q23;
Higher than)

26

35

9

Most people who attempt suicide fail to kill themselves. (Q14;
T)

23

34

11

There is a strong correlation between alcoholism and suicide.
(Q17; T)

36

48

12*

A time of high suicide risk in depression is at the time when the
person begins to improve. (Q9; T)

17

34

17**

Question

Note. Q = Indicates the question number as it appears on the quiz (i.e., Q5 refers to
question 5). For each question, pre/post percentage correct differences were assessed via
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Chi Square. Significance indicated as follows in the Pre/Post Difference Column: * = p
< .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001.
Discussion
As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this study was to replicate the
experiment by Hubbard and McIntosh (1992) and to extend it by adding factual updates
to the RFOS. Additionally, I aimed to determine the value of implementing this
educational assessment with supplementary informative resources designed to enhance an
individual’s level of suicide-related knowledge. I hypothesized that pairing my updated
RFOS with the informative resources would be a beneficial educational tool to improve
overall suicide-related knowledge. Prior studies (e.g., De Silva et al., 2015; Hubbard &
McIntosh, 1992; MacDonald, 2007; Renberg & Jacobsson, 2003) have indicated the
benefits of integrating suicidology in educational settings.
As mentioned earlier (see Defining Suicide), suicide was ranked among the
leading causes of death in 2018 within the United States (NIMH, 2018). The rate of
deaths by suicide has shown a sharp increase creating a national concern for decreased
life expectancies for an epidemic that can be prevented (e.g., Arendt et al., 2018; Mueller,
2017). Recently, researchers have shown interest in questions concerning the rise of
suicide and suicide attempts for older adolescents and undergraduate college students
(e.g., Cerel et al., 2013; Segal, 2001; Thompson & Swartout, 2018). More specifically,
the prevalence of suicide (e.g., attempts, behaviors, ideation) among undergraduate
students has been a major focus of recent research (i.e., Arnautovska & Grad, 2010;
Goldston et al., 2015; Moskos et al., 2004; Schurtz et al., 2010; Thompson & Swartout,
2018). Data from an extensive range of research studies has indicated that the integration
of suicidology into undergraduate education has substantial value for suicide prevention
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and enhanced overall awareness (e.g., Cerel et al., 2013; Hedman-Robertson, 2018;
Hubbard & McIntosh, 1992; MacDonald, 2007; Segal, 2001). Furthermore, a relationship
between increasing suicide-related knowledge levels and ‘debunking’ popularized
suicide-related myths is consistent across the literature on improving preventative efforts.
As Schurtz et al. (2010) explained the frequent use of myth-busting, “process whereby
commonly held myths are presented and debunked by providing factual information,” in
suicide prevention and awareness training (p. 346). To assess the value of myth-busting, I
created a Suicide Facts Sheet using information from the NIMH (2016, 2018), CDC
(2016, 2017, 2018) and the AFSP (2016).
The positive revised-RFOS mean score change between pretest and posttest in
this study is consistent with the findings of Hubbard and McIntosh’s (1992) original
study. The results from the present study are also congruent with other studies that have
examined the benefits of addressing suicide related myths as means of suicide prevention
(e.g., Arendt et al., 2018; Moskos et al., 2004; Schurtz, Cerel, & Rodgers, 2010; Segal,
2001; Voracek et al., 2007). Specifically, Arendt et al. (2018) reported “that reading such
suicide-awareness material increased suicide-related knowledge” (p. 51). Furthermore,
the researchers (Arendt et al., 2018) noted that increased suicide-related knowledge levels
had a beneficial outcome in regard to increasing the likelihood of providing effective
support for individuals contemplating suicide.
As mentioned earlier (see Table 3), some questions had considerable changes
from pretest to posttest (i.e., there is a strong correlation between alcoholism and suicide;
the most common method employed to kill oneself in the U.S. is). Furthermore the results
from my study align with research conducted by MacDonald (2007) regarding the
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question on the connection between direct confrontation and suicide attempts.
Specifically, MacDonald (2007) reported that 97% of participants answered this question
correctly, meaning that directly asking someone if they are contemplating suicide does
not lead to suicide attempts. In this study, roughly 70% of the participants answered this
question correctly. It is plausible that the estimated 20% difference between
MacDonald’s (2007) study and this current study was a result of providing a “Don’t
know” option for the true or false questions.
One of the issues that has emerged from my study was the limitation of pretest
and posttest duplicates, which may be due to the decrease in attendance of LDR students.
The number of pretest participants was 180, and the posttest total participants was 154.
However, there were 264 responses that were dismissed from statistical analysis, thus
decreasing the sample size by 79%. As a result of this loss of data, the effectiveness of
the RFOS paired with informative resources must be considered with caution.
Additionally, it is important consider the interference of the posttest date for one class
that was rescheduled in that the time elapsed between pretest and posttest does not align
with the other LDR 198 classes.
Hubbard and McIntosh (1992), whose original hypothesis supported the
usefulness of integrating the RFOS into abnormal psychology classes, proved not only
the value of the quiz but also highlighted the importance of addressing popularized
suicide-related myths. Following Hubbard and McIntosh’s (1992) work, other researchers
explored questions concerning the use of educational assessments targeted toward
specific populations (e.g., Hedman-Robertson, 2018; MacDonald, 2007; Nader et al.,
2013; Segal, 2001). My present study replicated Hubbard and McIntosh's 1992
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methodology to gain insight on the levels of suicide-related knowledge in undergraduate
LDR 198 students. Factual updates obtained from the CDC, NIMH, and AFSP were
integrated to increase overall quiz accuracy (see Instrumentation). Additionally, I
expanded Hubbard and McIntosh's (1992) work from abnormal psychology courses to the
general population and added an intervention. I created a Suicide Fact Sheet (see
appendix B) as researchers have commented on the effectiveness of informative materials
(Arendt et al., 2018; Hedman-Robertson, 2018; Schurtz et al., 2010; Segal, 2001). In
contrast to Hubbard and McIntosh (1992), I investigated the general populations level of
suicide-related knowledge by recruiting undergraduate LDR 198 students, as Hubbard
and McIntosh (1992) targeted only undergraduate psychology students. By expanding
Hubbard and McIntosh's (1992) work the RFOS was administered to a more general
population, in which all first-year students enrolled in Concordia University’s Fall 2018
LDR 198 were given the opportunity to receive suicide-related information (i.e., RFOS,
brochure).
The use of the updated RFOS provided in my current study may be a valuable
educational tool for future LDR 198 and abnormal psychology courses, as well as
Freshman seminars. The value of questionnaires as methods of increasing undergraduate
students’ levels of suicide-related knowledge has been supported by numerous
researchers (Cerel et al., 2013; De Silva et al., 2015; Hedman-Robertson, 2018;
MacDonald, 2007). Research by Cerel et al. (2013) considered the advantages of
suicidology for college students living on-campus using the U-KASS survey. In which
on-campus residents may have profound impact on suicide-related outcomes in regard to
getting help for those at risk of suicide completion, attempts, or suicidal ideation (Cerel et
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al., 2013). As discussed previously, MacDonald’s (2007; see Integrating Suicide in
Undergraduate Education) development and utilization of the Expanded Revised Facts
on Suicide Quiz for undergraduate education majors incorporated elements from the
original RFOS questionnaire. Moreover, MacDonald (2007) posited that suicide-related
questionnaires that test that degree of student knowledge may allow instructors to identify
specific topics in need of improvement. Comparatively, Hedman-Robertson (2018)
examined the degree of which undergraduate students utilized suicide-related prevention
and intervention resources. Hedman-Robertson (2018) designed the Knowledge,
Attitudes, and Intended Use of the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline (NSPL) to learn
more on the “exposure, knowledge, and utilization of the NSPL among a sample of
university students; [and] to determine if knowledge and perceived helpfulness of NSPL
predict intent to use NSPL” (p. 110). To explore this Hedman-Robertson’s (2018)
instrumentation included an image of the NSPL advert, four NSPL knowledge related
items, two close-ended items on prior use of the NSPL, and 14 ordinal items pertaining to
the symptoms of suicide in which respondents were instructed to rate the perceived level
of helpfulness the NSPL would be for if each symptom if personally experienced. The
researcher reported that of those exposed to the NSPL advert demonstrated “higher levels
of perceived helpfulness that those who had not seen the advert” (Hedman-Robertson,
2018, p. 110). Collectively, these studies present research findings that indicate the
overall value of questionnaires as educational tools to increase college students levels of
suicide-related knowledge (Cerel et al., 2013; Hedman-Robertson, 2018; MacDonald,
2007).
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Future research on the topic of suicide in undergraduate education should be
conducted to establish the benefits of implementing the RFOS and informative resources
as a method to increase suicide-related awareness. This is an important issue for research
due to the prevalence of suicide within the United States. Specifically, there is a high
prevalence of suicide for individuals aged between 15 and 24, as well as individuals aged
between 25 and 34, and suicide is ranked as the second leading cause of death (CDC,
2016). Suicide is preventable. Hubbard and McIntosh’s (1992) study is essential to the
research on how educational intervention and increased awareness is an important to
providing suicidal individuals with adequate help as well as support.
Conclusion
Given the increase in scores (pretest and posttest), it is plausible to consider the
testing effect, in which the progression of exposure (pretest, brochures, and posttest
respectively) may have contributed to the increase in overall quiz scores. Other
confounding variables that may have contributed to the change in scores might be due to
lessons in other course that addressed suicide as part of the course curriculum. Factors
such as personal experiences related to suicide that occurred between the pretest and
posttest period may have increased the test scores as well. Suggestions for future research
include broadening the use of the online RFOS for other undergraduate courses and
increasing the time between test administrations. For example, it is worth exploring the
change in scores for students who complete quiz at the beginning of their academic year
and at the end of the academic year. Of relevance, a limitation of this study was the time
constraints in regard to time between administrating the pretest and posttest; as
mentioned in the previous statement, a future research recommendation may include a
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longer interval. The goal of this current study was to determine the value of an updated
version of the RFOS in addition to informative resources pertinent to suicide prevention
and awareness. Undergraduate freshman enrolled in LDR 198 served as participants, their
quiz results demonstrated an overall increase in average pretest and posttest scores. It is
possible to infer that by implementing an updated version of the RFOS and informative
resources in undergraduate education courses can lead to increased levels of suiciderelated knowledge, as well as overall awareness.
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Appendix A

Block 1

CU-05.

CONSENT FOR SURVEY (click consent) with follow-up recruitment
The purpose of this study is to gain insight on the level of students’ suicide-related knowledge
using updated version of the Revised Facts of Suicide Quiz RFOS, and determine the
educational value of with additional informative resources on the topic of suicide. The first
phase of this study is this online survey. We expect approximately 180 volunteers to take this
online survey. The survey can be completed between August 27, 2018 and November 18,
2018. This online survey will ask you questions about suicide statistics and facts. Completing
the survey should take less than 15 minutes of your time. The survey will ask you non-specific
personal information that will be used to create an anonymous identification code.
There are no risks to participating in this study other than the everyday risk of your being on
your computer as you take this survey. The benefit is your answers will help us determine the
value of the RFOS Quiz and informative resources designed to enhance suicide-related
knowledge. You could benefit by reading each question thoroughly then selecting the answer
you believe to be correct.
Your personal information will be protected. This survey is firewall and password protected so
that only the researcher (me) can see your answers. I will keep this in strict confidence. The
information/topic of the questions are not sensitive or risky. However, if you were to write
something that might allow someone to possibly deduce your identity, we would remove this
information and we would not include this information in any publication or report. And data you
provide would be held privately. All data will be destroyed three years after the study ends.
You can stop answering the questions in this online survey if you want to stop.
Please print a copy of this for your records. If you have questions you can talk to or write the
principal investigator, Emily Bergan at ebergan@mail2.cu-portland.edu. If you want to talk with a
participant advocate other than the investigator, you can write or call the director of our
institutional review board, Dr. OraLee Branch (email obranch@cu-portland.eduor call 503-493-
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CU-05. Click the button below to consent to take this survey.
I consent.
I do not consent and would not like to participate in this survey.

Demographics

D1. Age

D2. First initial of mothers maiden name

D3. Gender
Male
Female
Non-binary
Prefer not to answer

D4. Birth month

D5. Number of immediate family members
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QUESTIONS

1. People who talk about suicide rarely commit suicide.
True
False
Don't know

2. The tendency toward suicide is not genetically (i.e., biologically) inherited and passed on from
one generation to another.
True
False
Don't know

3. The suicidal person neither wants to die nor is fully intent on dying.
True
False
Don't know

4. If assessed by a psychiatrist, everyone who commits suicide would be diagnosed as
depressed.
True
False
Don't know
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5.
If you ask someone directly “Do you feel like killing yourself?”, it will likely lead that person to
make a suicide attempt.
True
False
Don't know

6.
A suicidal person will always be suicidal and entertain thoughts of suicide.
True
False
Don't know

7. Suicide rarely happens without warning.
True
False
Don't know

8. A person who commits suicide is mentally ill.
True
False
Don't know

9.
A time of high suicide risk in depression is at the time when the person begins to improve.
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True
False
Don't know

10.
Nothing can be done to stop people from making the attempt once they have made up their
minds to kill themselves.
True
False
Don't know

11. Motives and causes of suicide are readily established.
True
False
Don't know

12.
A person who has made a past suicide attempt is more likely to attempt suicide again than
someone who has never attempted.
True
False
Don't know

13.
Suicide is among the top 10 causes of death in the U.S.
True
False
Don't know
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14. Most people who attempt suicide fail to kill themselves.
True
False
Don't know

15. Those who attempt suicide do so only to manipulate others and attract attention to
themselves.
True
False
Don't know

16. Oppressive weather (e.g., rain) has been found to be very closely related to suicidal
behavior.
True
False
Don't know

17. There is a strong correlation between alcoholism and suicide.
True
False
Don't know

18.
Suicide seems unrelated to moon phases.
True
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False
Don't know

19. What percentage of suicides leaves a suicide note?
1-25%
30%-45%
55%-75%

20. Suicide rates for the U.S. as a whole are _____ for the young?
Lower than
Higher than
The same as

21.
With respect to sex differences in suicide attempts:
Males and females attempt at similar levels.
Females attempt more often than males.
Males attempt more often than females.

22. Suicide rates among the young are ____ those for the old.
Lower than
Higher than
The same as

23. Men kill themselves in numbers ____ those for women.
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Similar to
Higher than
Lower than

24.
Suicide rates for the young since the 1950s have:
Increased
Decreased
Changed little

25.
The most common method employed to kill oneself in the U.S. is:
Hanging
Firearms
Drugs and poison

26.
The season of the highest suicide risk is:
Winter
Fall
Spring

27.
The day of the week on which most suicides occur is:
Monday
Wednesday
Saturday
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28.
Suicide rates for non-whites are ____ for Whites.
Higher than
Similar to
Lower than

29.
Which marital status category has the lowest rates of suicide?
Married
Widowed
Single, never married

30.
The ethnic/racial group with the highest suicide rate is:
Whites
Blacks
Native Americans

31.
The risk of death by suicide for a person who has attempted suicide in the past is ___ that for
someone who has never attempted. _
Lower than
Similar to
Higher than

32.
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Compared to other Western nations, the U.S. suicide rate is:
Among the highest
Moderate
Among the lowered

33.
The most common method in attempted suicide is:
Firearms
Drugs and poisons
Cutting one’s wrists

34.
On the average, when young people make suicide attempts they are ____ to die compared to
the elderly persons.
Less likely
Just as likely
More likely

35.
As a cause of death, suicide ranks ____ for the young when compared to the nation as a whole.
The same
Higher
Lower

36.
The region of the U.S. with the highest suicide rates is:
East
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Midwest
West

Block 3

Important. The following identifier code is generated using demographic information in order to
ensure anonymity of your data. This code can be used to identify your data if later you chose to
anonymously withdraw your survey data. Please keep record of code.
Here is your code - Please select the code below then click the arrow to continue to end of
survey
${e://Field/Age}-${e://Field/Maiden%20Initial}-${e://Field/Birth%20Month}-${e://Field/Gender}${e://Field/Family%20Size}

Powered by Qualtrics
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FACTS AND MYTHS
PEOPLE THREATEN SUICIDE
TO GET ATTENTION. FALSE
» Any warning sign or symptom
of suicide should not be ignored.
» All talk of suicide should be
taken seriously and requires
attention.
» Threatening to die by suicide
is not a normal response to
stress and should not be taken lightly. 2

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention WISQARS Leading Causes
of Death Reports
In 2016 Suicide
was the
nd
leading
cause of death
among individuals
between the ages of 10-34.

2

&

the

4th

leading cause of death
among individuals between
the ages of 35 - 54.

THE HIGHEST SEASON OF
SUCIDE RISK IS WINTER.

Suicide rates for FALSE
men and women are
peak in late spring
and summer.4

A PERSON WHO COMMITS
SUICIDE IS MENTALLY ILL.

FALSE

54%

of people who died
from suicide had
no known mental
health condition.5

IF YOU ASK ASK SOMEONE
DIRECTLY ABOUT SUICIDE
IT WILL LIKELY LEAD TO
THAT PERSON TO MAKE AN
ATTEMPT. FALSE
» Direct questions about suicidal thoughts or behaviors
does not increase or prompt
suicidal thoughts or behaviors.
» Actually by asking someone
directly, “Are you thnking of
killing of killing yourself?”,
can be the best way to know
if they are at risk. 2
In 2016 there were
as many
suicides
(44,965)

2x

in the United States
as there were
homicides
(19,362). 1

Suicide rates went up
more than

+30%

in half
of states since

1999.

5
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KNOW THE WARNING SIGNS
WHAT ARE THE
WARNING SIGNS OF
SUICIDE? 2

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I AM IN
CRISIS OR SOMEONE I KNOW
IS CONSIDERING SUICIDE? 2

» Talking about wanting to die or
wanting to kill oneself

» Get help as soon as possible

» Making a plan or looking for a way
to kill oneself, such as searching
online
» Buying a gun, or stockpiling pills
» Feeling empty, hopeless, or feeling
like there is no reason to live
» Feeling trapped or in unbearable
pain
» Talking about being a burden to
others
» Increasing the use of alcohol or
drugs

» If someone is telling you that they
are going to kill themselves, do not
leave them alone
» Do not promise anyone that you will
keep their suicidal thoughts a secret
» Inform a trusted friend, family member, or if you are a student, a adult
with whom you feel comfortable
» You can also contact the resources
listed below

» Sleeping too little or too much

» Concordia University Counseling
Services at 503-493-6499 ext 1
(Voicmails are confidential and calls
will be returned)

» Withdrawing from family or friends
or feeling isolated

» *National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
(NSPL) at 1–800–273–TALK (8255)

» Showing rage or talking about
seeking revenge

» *Deaf and hard of hearing can contact the Lifeline via TTY at 1–800–
799–4889

» Acting anxious or agitated; behaving recklessly

» Displaying extreme mood swings
» Saying good-bye to loved ones,
putting affairs in order

» *Crisis Text Line is another resource
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Text “HOME” to 741741
» *These services is available to everyone; 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
All calls are confidential.
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STATISTICS
2 16
9.8

Provided by CDC

million adults had serious thoughts of
commiting suicide

Poisoning is the MOST common
method for Females (33.0%)
American Indians and Alaska Natives tend to have the highest rate of
suicides, followed by non-Hispanic Whites
African Americans tend to have the lowest suicide rate, while Hispanics
tend to have the second lowest rate

Firearm 22,693

Suicide accounted for
$50.8 billion (24%) of
the fatal injury cost

Deaths

Suffocation 11,642
Deaths

Poisoning 6,698
Deaths

Other 3,662
56.6%

Firearms is the MOST common
method for Males

Deaths
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SUICIDE & SOCIAL MEDIA
Identifying suicidal messages on social media and knowing how to help can save
a life. Most social media sites have a way to report suicidal content and get help
for the person posting the message. 2
For example:

» Facebook Suicide Prevention webpage
can be found at www.facebook.com/help/
[use the search term “suicide” or “suicide
prevention”].
» Instagram uses automated tools in the
app to provide resources, which can also
be found online at https://help.instagram.com [use the search term, “suicide,”
self-injury,” or “suicide prevention”].
» Snapchat’s Support provides guidance
at https://support.snapchat.com [use the
search term, “suicide” or “suicide prevention”].
» Tumblr Counseling and Prevention Resources webpage can be found at https://
tumblr.zendesk.com [use the search term
“counseling” or “prevention,” then click on
“Counseling and prevention resources”].

REFERENCES
1= National Institute of Mental Health
(2018) Suicide. Retrieved September
15, 2018, from https://www.nimh.nih.
gov/health/statistics/suicide.shtml
2= U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Institutes of
Health, National Institute of Mental
Health .(2018). Suicide in America: Frequently Asked Questions (NIH Publication No. 15-3561). Retrieved from /
nimh/nimh/product/Suicide-in-America-Frequently-Asked-Questions/TR 186389
3 = American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention (2016) Suicide Statistics.
Retrieved September 15, 2018, from
https://afsp.org/about-suicide/suicide-statistics/

» Twitter’s Best Practices in Dealing With
Self-Harm and Suicide at https://support.
twitter.com [use the search term “suicide,”
“self-harm,” or “suicide prevention”].

4 = Holiday Suicides: Fact or Myth|Suicide|Violence Prevention|Injury Center|CDC. (2017, January 25). Retrieved
September 18, 2018, from https://www.
cdc.gov/violenceprevention/suicide/
holiday.html

» YouTube’s Safety Center webpage can
be found at https://support.google.com/
youtube [use the search term “suicide and
self injury”].

5 = CDC. (2018, June 11). More than a
mental health problem. Retrieved September 15, 2018, from https://www.cdc.
gov/vitalsigns/suicide/index.html
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Data & Statistics Fatal Injury
Report for 2016. Suicide rates listed are
Age-Adjusted Rates
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Appendix C

1) People who talk about suicide rarely commit suicide. (F) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
People who talk about Don't know Count
15
15
30
suicide rarely commit
% within Pre/Post
21.4%
21.4% 21.4%
suicide. (F)
True
Count
16
12
28
% within Pre/Post
22.9%
17.1% 20.0%
False
Count
39
43
82
% within Pre/Post
55.7%
61.4% 58.6%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
2) The tendency toward suicide is not genetically (i.e., biologically) inherited and
passed on from one generation to another. (T) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
The tendency toward Don't know Count
15
10
25
suicide is not
% within Pre/Post
21.4%
14.3% 17.9%
genetically (i.e.,
True
Count
26
21
47
biologically) inherited
% within Pre/Post
37.1%
30.0% 33.6%
and passed on from
False
Count
29
39
68
one generation to
% within Pre/Post
41.4%
55.7% 48.6%
another. (T)
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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3) The suicidal person neither wants to die nor is fully intent on dying. (T) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
The suicidal person
Don't know Count
13
11
24
neither wants to die
% within Pre/Post
18.6%
15.7% 17.1%
nor is fully intent on True
Count
25
27
52
dying. (T)
% within Pre/Post
35.7%
38.6% 37.1%
False
Count
32
32
64
% within Pre/Post
45.7%
45.7% 45.7%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
4) If assessed by a psychiatrist, everyone who commits suicide would be diagnosed
as depressed. (F) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
If assessed by a
Don't know Count
5
6
11
psychiatrist, everyone
% within Pre/Post
7.1%
8.6%
7.9%
who commits suicide True
Count
18
12
30
would be diagnosed as
% within Pre/Post
25.7%
17.1% 21.4%
depressed. (F)
False
Count
47
52
99
% within Pre/Post
67.1%
74.3% 70.7%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
5) If you ask someone directly "Do you feel like killing yourself?", it will likely lead
that person to make a suicide attempt. (F) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
If you ask someone
Don't know Count
9
9
18
directly "Do you feel
% within Pre/Post
12.9%
12.9% 12.9%
like killing yourself?", True
Count
7
7
14
it will likely lead that
% within Pre/Post
10.0%
10.0% 10.0%
person to make a
False
Count
54
54
108
suicide attempt. (F)
% within Pre/Post
77.1%
77.1% 77.1%
Total
Count
70
70
140
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% within Pre/Post

100.0%

100.0% 100.0%

6) A suicidal person will always be suicidal and entertain thoughts of suicide. (F) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
A suicidal person will Don't know Count
6
7
13
always be suicidal and
% within Pre/Post
8.6%
10.0%
9.3%
entertain thoughts of True
Count
8
10
18
suicide. (F)
% within Pre/Post
11.4%
14.3% 12.9%
False
Count
56
53
109
% within Pre/Post
80.0%
75.7% 77.9%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
7) Suicide rarely happens without warning. (T) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Suicide rarely happens Don't know Count
5
4
9
without warning. (T)
% within Pre/Post
7.1%
5.7%
6.4%
True
Count
21
26
47
% within Pre/Post
30.0%
37.1% 33.6%
False
Count
44
40
84
% within Pre/Post
62.9%
57.1% 60.0%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
8) A person who commits suicide is mentally ill. (F) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
A person who commits Don't know Count
11
9
20
suicide is mentally ill.
% within Pre/Post
15.7%
12.9% 14.3%
(F)
True
Count
25
30
55
% within Pre/Post
35.7%
42.9% 39.3%
False
Count
34
31
65
% within Pre/Post
48.6%
44.3% 46.4%
Total
Count
70
70
140
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% within Pre/Post

100.0%

100.0% 100.0%

9) A time of high suicide risk in depression is at the time when the person begins to
improve. (T) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
A time of high suicide Don't know Count
25
18
43
risk in depression is at
% within Pre/Post
35.7%
25.7% 30.7%
the time when the
True
Count
17
34
51
person begins to
% within Pre/Post
24.3%
48.6% 36.4%
improve. (T)
False
Count
28
18
46
% within Pre/Post
40.0%
25.7% 32.9%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
10) Nothing can be done to stop people from making the attempt once they have
made up their minds to kill themselves. (F) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Nothing can be done Don't know Count
1
4
5
to stop people from
% within Pre/Post
1.4%
5.7%
3.6%
making the attempt
True
Count
3
4
7
once they have made
% within Pre/Post
4.3%
5.7%
5.0%
up their minds to kill False
Count
66
62
128
themselves. (F)
% within Pre/Post
94.3%
88.6% 91.4%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
11) Motives and causes of suicide are readily established. (F) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test
Motives and causes of Don't know Count
22
12
suicide are readily
% within Pre/Post
31.4%
17.1%
established. (F)
True
Count
21
29
% within Pre/Post
30.0%
41.4%
False
Count
27
29

Total
34
24.3%
50
35.7%
56
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Total

70
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post

38.6%
70
100.0%

41.4% 40.0%
70
140
100.0% 100.0%

12) A person who has made a past suicide attempt is more likely to attempt suicide
again than someone who has never attempted. (T) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
A person who has
Don't know Count
11
9
20
made a past suicide
% within Pre/Post
15.7%
12.9% 14.3%
attempt is more likely True
Count
39
46
85
to attempt suicide
% within Pre/Post
55.7%
65.7% 60.7%
again than someone
False
Count
20
15
35
who has never
% within Pre/Post
28.6%
21.4% 25.0%
attempted. (T)
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
13) Suicide is among the top 10 causes of death in the U.S. (T) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Suicide is among the Don't know Count
11
6
17
top 10 causes of death
% within Pre/Post
15.7%
8.6% 12.1%
in the U.S. (T)
True
Count
57
62
119
% within Pre/Post
81.4%
88.6% 85.0%
False
Count
2
2
4
% within Pre/Post
2.9%
2.9%
2.9%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
14) Most people who attempt suicide fail to kill themselves. (T) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test
Most people who
Don't know Count
29
16
attempt suicide fail to
% within Pre/Post
41.4%
22.9%
kill themselves. (T)
True
Count
23
34

Total
45
32.1%
57
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False
Total

71
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post

32.9%
18
25.7%
70
100.0%

48.6% 40.7%
20
38
28.6% 27.1%
70
140
100.0% 100.0%

15) Those who attempt suicide do so only to manipulate others and attract attention
to themselves. (F) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Those who attempt
Don't know Count
7
8
15
suicide do so only to
% within Pre/Post
10.0%
11.4% 10.7%
manipulate others and True
Count
3
9
12
attract attention to
% within Pre/Post
4.3%
12.9%
8.6%
themselves. (F)
False
Count
60
53
113
% within Pre/Post
85.7%
75.7% 80.7%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
16) Oppressive weather (e.g., rain) has been found to be very closely related to
suicidal behavior. (F) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Oppressive weather
Don't know Count
23
9
32
(e.g., rain) has been
% within Pre/Post
32.9%
12.9% 22.9%
found to be very
True
Count
37
50
87
closely related to
% within Pre/Post
52.9%
71.4% 62.1%
suicidal behavior. (F) False
Count
10
11
21
% within Pre/Post
14.3%
15.7% 15.0%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
17) There is a strong correlation between alcoholism and suicide. (T) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
There is a strong
Don't know Count
26
12
38
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correlation between
alcoholism and
suicide. (T)

True
False

Total

72
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post

37.1%
36
51.4%
8
11.4%
70
100.0%

17.1% 27.1%
48
84
68.6% 60.0%
10
18
14.3% 12.9%
70
140
100.0% 100.0%

18) Suicide seems unrelated to moon phases. (T) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Suicide seems
Don't know Count
27
21
48
unrelated to moon
% within Pre/Post
38.6%
30.0% 34.3%
phases. (T)
True
Count
35
32
67
% within Pre/Post
50.0%
45.7% 47.9%
False
Count
8
17
25
% within Pre/Post
11.4%
24.3% 17.9%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
19) What percentage of suicides leaves a suicide note? (1-25%) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test
What percentage of
1-25%
Count
24
25
suicides leaves a
% within Pre/Post
34.3%
35.7%
suicide note? (1-25%) 30%-50% Count
33
35
% within Pre/Post
47.1%
50.0%
55%-75% Count
13
10
% within Pre/Post
18.6%
14.3%
Total
Count
70
70
% within Pre/Post
100.0%
100.0%

Total
49
35.0%
68
48.6%
23
16.4%
140
100.0%

20) Suicide rates for the U.S. as a whole are _____ for the young? (Lower than) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
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Suicide rates for the Higher than
U.S. as a whole are
_____ for the young? Lower than
(Lower than)

Total

Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post
The same as Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post

73
40
57.1%
25
35.7%
5
7.1%
70
100.0%

35
75
50.0% 53.6%
32
57
45.7% 40.7%
3
8
4.3%
5.7%
70
140
100.0% 100.0%

21) With respect to sex differences in suicide attempts: (Females attempt more often
than males) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
With respect to sex Females attempt
Count
27
24
51
differences in
more often than
% within
38.6%
34.3% 36.4%
suicide attempts:
males.
Pre/Post
(Females attempt
Males attempt more Count
21
31
52
more often than
often than females. % within
30.0%
44.3% 37.1%
males)
Pre/Post
Males and females Count
22
15
37
attempt at similar
% within
31.4%
21.4% 26.4%
levels.
Pre/Post
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Pre/Post
22) Suicide rates among the young are ____ those for the old. (Lower than) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Suicide rates among Higher than Count
55
55
110
the young are ____
% within Pre/Post
78.6%
78.6% 78.6%
those for the old.
Lower than Count
10
12
22
(Lower than)
% within Pre/Post
14.3%
17.1% 15.7%
The same as Count
5
3
8
% within Pre/Post
7.1%
4.3%
5.7%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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23) Men kill themselves in numbers ____ those for women. (Higher than) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Men kill themselves in Higher than Count
26
35
61
numbers ____ those
% within Pre/Post
37.1%
50.0% 43.6%
for women. (Higher
Lower than Count
21
16
37
than)
% within Pre/Post
30.0%
22.9% 26.4%
Similar to
Count
23
19
42
% within Pre/Post
32.9%
27.1% 30.0%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
24) Suicide rates for the young since the 1950s have: (Increased) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Suicide rates for the Increased
Count
68
65
133
young since the 1950s
% within Pre/Post
97.1%
92.9% 95.0%
have: (Increased)
Decreased
Count
1
2
3
% within Pre/Post
1.4%
2.9%
2.1%
Changed little Count
1
3
4
% within Pre/Post
1.4%
4.3%
2.9%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
25) The most common method employed to kill oneself in the U.S. is: (Firearms) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
The most common
Drugs and poison Count
49
44
93
method employed to
% within
70.0%
62.9% 66.4%
kill oneself in the
Pre/Post
U.S. is: (Firearms)
Hanging
Count
13
10
23
% within
18.6%
14.3% 16.4%
Pre/Post
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Firearms

Total

75
Count
% within
Pre/Post
Count
% within
Pre/Post

8
11.4%
70
100.0%

16
22.9%

24
17.1%

70
140
100.0% 100.0%

26) The season of the highest suicide risk is: (Spring) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test
Total
The season of the
Winter Count
59
51
110
highest suicide risk is:
% within Pre/Post
84.3%
72.9%
78.6%
(Spring)
Spring Count
6
7
13
% within Pre/Post
8.6%
10.0%
9.3%
Fall
Count
5
12
17
% within Pre/Post
7.1%
17.1%
12.1%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0%
100.0% 100.0%
27) The day of the week on which most suicides occur is: (Monday) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
The day of the week Saturday
Count
21
13
34
on which most
% within Pre/Post
30.0%
18.6% 24.3%
suicides occur is:
Monday
Count
39
45
84
(Monday)
% within Pre/Post
55.7%
64.3% 60.0%
Wednesday Count
10
12
22
% within Pre/Post
14.3%
17.1% 15.7%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0%
100.0% 100.0%
28) Suicide rates for non-whites are ____ for Whites. (Lower than)* Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Suicide rates for non- Higher than Count
32
32
64
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whites are ____ for
Whites. (Lower than) Lower than
Similar to
Total

76
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post

45.7%
19
27.1%
19
27.1%
70
100.0%

45.7% 45.7%
23
42
32.9% 30.0%
15
34
21.4% 24.3%
70
140
100.0% 100.0%

29) Which marital status category has the lowest rates of suicide? (Married) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Which marital status Single, never
Count
30
32
62
category has the
married
% within
42.9%
45.7% 44.3%
lowest rates of
Pre/Post
suicide? (Married) Married
Count
24
21
45
% within
34.3%
30.0% 32.1%
Pre/Post
Widowed
Count
16
17
33
% within
22.9%
24.3% 23.6%
Pre/Post
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Pre/Post
30) The ethnic/racial group with the highest suicide rate is: (Native Americans) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
The ethnic/racial
Blacks
Count
18
15
33
group with the
% within
25.7%
21.4% 23.6%
highest suicide rate
Pre/Post
is: (Native
Whites
Count
42
41
83
Americans)
% within
60.0%
58.6% 59.3%
Pre/Post
Native
Count
10
14
24
Americans
% within
14.3%
20.0% 17.1%
Pre/Post
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Total

77
Count
% within
Pre/Post

70
100.0%

70
140
100.0% 100.0%

31) The risk of death by suicide for a person who has attempted suicide in the past is
___ that for someone who has never attempted. (Higher than) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
The risk of death by
Higher than Count
41
39
80
suicide for a person
% within Pre/Post
58.6%
55.7% 57.1%
who has attempted
Lower than Count
6
11
17
suicide in the past is
% within Pre/Post
8.6%
15.7% 12.1%
___ that for someone Similar to
Count
23
20
43
who has never
% within Pre/Post
32.9%
28.6% 30.7%
attempted. (Higher
than)
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

32) Compared to other Western nations, the U.S. suicide rate is: (Moderate) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
Compared to other Among the
Count
63
57
120
Western nations, the highest
% within
90.0%
81.4% 85.7%
U.S. suicide rate is:
Pre/Post
(Moderate)
Moderate
Count
5
9
14
% within
7.1%
12.9% 10.0%
Pre/Post
Among the
Count
2
4
6
lowerd
% within
2.9%
5.7%
4.3%
Pre/Post
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Pre/Post
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33) The most common method in attempted suicide is: (Drugs and poisons) *
Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test
The most common Drugs and poisons Count
39
38
method in attempted
% within
55.7%
54.3%
suicide is: (Drugs
Pre/Post
and poisons)
Cutting one's
Count
24
19
wrists
% within
34.3%
27.1%
Pre/Post
Firearms
Count
7
13
% within
10.0%
18.6%
Pre/Post
Total
Count
70
70
% within
100.0% 100.0%
Pre/Post

78

Total
77
55.0%
43
30.7%
20
14.3%
140
100.0%

34) On the average, when young people make suicide attempts they are ____ to die
compared to the elderly persons. (Less likely) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test Total
On the average, when More likely Count
20
10
30
young people make
% within Pre/Post
28.6%
14.3% 21.4%
suicide attempts they Just as likely Count
31
33
64
are ____ to die
% within Pre/Post
44.3%
47.1% 45.7%
compared to the
Less likely Count
19
27
46
elderly persons. (Less
% within Pre/Post
27.1%
38.6% 32.9%
likely)
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
35) As a cause of death, suicide ranks ____ for the young when compared to the
nation as a whole. (Higher) * Pre/Post Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test
Total
As a cause of death,
Higher
Count
61
55
116
suicide ranks ____ for
% within Pre/Post
87.1%
78.6%
82.9%
the young when
Lower
Count
3
6
9
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compared to the nation
as a whole. (Higher)
The same
Total

79
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post
Count
% within Pre/Post

4.3%
6
8.6%
70
100.0%

8.6%
9
12.9%
70
100.0%

6.4%
15
10.7%
140
100.0%

36) The region of the U.S. with the highest suicide rates is: (West) * Pre/Post
Crosstabulation
Pre/Post
Pre Test Post Test
Total
The region of the U.S. Midwest Count
35
37
72
with the highest suicide
% within Pre/Post
50.0%
52.9%
51.4%
rates is: (West)
West
Count
14
14
28
% within Pre/Post
20.0%
20.0%
20.0%
East
Count
21
19
40
% within Pre/Post
30.0%
27.1%
28.6%
Total
Count
70
70
140
% within Pre/Post
100.0%
100.0% 100.0%

